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1 IntrodutionProblem statement and motivation. The problem of partitioning a data set into asmall number of lusters, eah ontaining a set of seemingly related items, has a ruialrole in many information retrieval and data analysis appliations, suh as web searh andlassi�ation [5, 19℄, or interpretation of experimental data in moleular biology [24℄. Forexample, when searhing or mining massive unstrutured data sets, data items are oftenproessed and represented as points in a high dimensional spae Rd, where some standarddistane funtion measures aÆnity (see, for example, [7, 25, 11, 5℄).This paper deals with the question of designing good algorithms for an attrative riterionfor lustering quality in suh a setting. More spei�ally, we onsider a set V of n pointsendowed with a distane funtion Æ : V � V ! R. These points have to be partitioned intoa �xed number k of subsets C1; C2; : : : ; Ck so as to minimize the ost of the partition, whihis de�ned to be the sum over all lusters of the sum of pairwise distanes in a luster. Weall this problem k-Clustering. We also deal with the k-Median and the k-Center problems.In the k-Median problem the ost of a lustering is the sum over all lusters of the sum ofdistanes between luster points and the best hoie for a luster enter. In the k-Centerproblem, the ost of a lustering is the maximum distane between a point and its lusterenter. In the settings that we onsider, these optimization problems are NP -hard (bysimilar arguments as in [9, 8℄) to solve exatly even for k = 2.Our results. Our algorithms deal with the ase that Æ is an arbitrary metri (inluding,in partiular, points in Rd with distanes indued by some norm). We also handle thenon-metri ase of points in Rd where the distane between two points x; y is measured byÆ(x; y) = kx� yk22. We refer to instanes of the latter form as `22 instanes.For the k-Clustering problem, we present algorithms for every �xed integer k and forevery �xed � > 0 that ompute a partition into k lusters C1; C2; : : : ; Ck of ost at most 1+ �times the ost of an optimum partition. The algorithm is randomized and its running time isO(n2k + nk+12 ~O(1=�3k+1)). In the `22 ase, the algorithms are deterministi, and their runningtime is nO(k=�2). Our algorithms an be modi�ed to output, for all � > 0, a lustering thatexludes at most �n outliers and has ost at most 1 + � times the optimum ost. In thease of the square of Eulidean distane, we an do this in probabilisti time O(n3 log n),where the hidden term in the O() grows (rapidly) with k, 1� , and 1� . We do not present themodi�ation in this extended abstrat.The k-Median problem an be solved optimally in polynomial time for �xed k in �nitemetris, beause the number of hoies for enters is polynomial. However, if the points areloated in a larger spae, suh as Rd, and the enters an be piked from this larger spae, theproblem may beome hard. For `22 instanes, we give k-Median algorithms that partition theinput point-set into k lusters of ost at most 1+ � of the optimum ost in probabilisti timeO(g(k; �) � n � (log n)k), where g grows (rapidly) with k and 1� . Some of our algorithms anbe modi�ed trivially to derive polynomial time approximation shemes for other objetivefuntions, suh as the k-Center problem. We do not elaborate on these modi�ations in thisextended abstrat. 2



Related work. The k-Clustering problem was proposed by Sahni and Gonzalez [22℄ in thesetting of arbitrary weighted graphs. Unfortunately, only poor approximation guarantees arepossible [17, 12℄. Guttman-Bek and Hassin [15℄ initiated the study of the problem in metris.Shulman [23℄ gave probabilisti algorithms for lustering `22 instanes. (Thus he also handledother interesting ases of metris that embed isometrially into this distane spae, suh asEulidean metris or L1 metris.) His algorithms �nd a lustering suh that either its ostis within a fator of 1 + � of the optimum ost, or it an be onverted into an optimumlustering by hanging the assignment of at most an � fration of the points. The runningtime is linear if d = o(log n= log log n) and otherwise the running time is nO(log logn). Thus ourresults improve and extend Shulman's results, giving a true polynomial time approximationsheme for arbitrary dimension.Earlier, Fernandez de la Vega and Kenyon [9℄ presented a polynomial time approximationsheme for Metri Max Cut, an objetive funtion that is the omplement of Metri 2-Clustering. Indyk [16℄ used the Max Cut algorithm as a blak box ingredient to derivea polynomial time approximation sheme for the latter problem. Thus our results extendIndyk's result to the ase of arbitrary �xed k.As mentioned above, instanes of k-Median in �nite metris with �xed k are trivially solv-able in polynomial time. (For arbitrary k, the problem is APX-hard [14℄.) This is not thease in geometri settings, inluding the `22 ase disussed in this paper. This ase was on-sidered by Drineas, Frieze, Kannan, Vempala, and Vinay [10℄, who gave a 2-approximationalgorithm. Ostrovsky and Rabani [21℄ gave a polynomial time approximation sheme forthis ase and other geometri settings. B�adoiu, Har-Peled, and Indyk [4℄ gave a polynomialtime approximation sheme for points in Eulidean spae with muh improved running time(as well as results on other lustering objetives). Our results, derived independently of [4℄,improve signi�antly the running time for the `22 ase. Our k-Median algorithms and analysisare in many respets similar to the algorithms in [4℄ (though they handle a di�erent distanefuntion).It is interesting to note that both Shulman's algorithm for k-Clustering and the algorithmof Fernandez de la Vega and Kenyon for Metri Max Cut use a similar idea of sampling datapoints at random from a biased distribution that depends on the pairwise distanes. Inreent researh on lustering problems, sampling has been the ore idea in the design ofprovably good algorithms for various objetive funtions.Notations. Throughout the paper we use V to denote the input set of points and Æ todenote the distane funtion over pairs of points in V . The funtion Æ an be given expliitlyor impliitly (for example, if V � Rd and Æ is derived from a norm on Rd). Our timebounds ount arithmeti operations and assume that omputing Æ(x; y) is a single operation.The reader may assume that the input is rational to avoid having to deal with unrealistiomputational models. We use k, a �xed onstant, to denote the desired number of lusters.We omit the eiling notation from expressions suh as d1=�e. Our laims and proofs an bemodi�ed trivially to aount for taking the eiling of non-integers wherever needed.Let X;Y � V and x 2 V . With a slight abuse of notation, we use Æ(x; Y ) to denotePy2Y Æ(x; y), and we use Æ(X;Y ) to denotePx2X Æ(x; Y ).1 We use Æ(X) to denote Æ(X;X).1Notie that Æ(�; �) is a symmetri bilinear form but is not a distane in the power set of V .3



Let C1; C2; : : : ; Ck be a partition of V into k disjoint lusters. Then, for all i = 1; 2; : : : ; k,we use ost(Ci) to denote the ost of Ci, and we use  = ost(C1; C2; : : : ; Ck) =Pi ost(Ci)to denote the ost of the lustering. In the k-Clustering problem, ost(Ci) = 12Æ(Ci). Inthe k-Median problem, ost(Ci) = minx2Rd fÆ(x;Ci)g. In the k-Center problem, ost(Ci) =minx2Rdmaxy2Ci fÆ(x; y)g, and ost(C1; C2; : : : ; Ck) = max i = 1kost(Ci). We useC�1 ; C�2 ; : : : ; C�kto denote a lustering of V of minimum ost �.Our polynomial time approximation shemes handle the ase where Æ indues an arbitrarymetri on V , as well as the non-metri ase of V � Rd and Æ(x; y) = kx� yk22. Instanes ofpoints in Rd are omputationally hard if d is part of the input.22 A PTAS for Metri InstanesIn this setion we present our algorithm for lustering metri spaes. Before we desribe thealgorithm, we need some de�nitions.2.1 PreliminariesThe main property of metri spaes that we use is the following proposition, whih followseasily from the triangle inequality.Proposition 1. Let X;Y;Z � V . Then,jZjÆ(X;Y ) � jXjÆ(Y;Z) + jY jÆ(Z;X):It is straightforward to generalize this to more than 3 sets, and we will oasionnally do so.Here is a useful orollary.Corollary 2. Let C � V . For every vertex v 2 C we haveÆ(v;C)� Æ(C)2jCj :Let n1 � n2 � � � � � nk be given.De�nition 1. De�ne the sequene (�i) by:8<: �0 = 1�1 = �8i > 1; �i = �2i�1�2Let Ij = (�j+1; �j℄. Let j0 � k be the minimum j suh that for every i, the ratio ni=n1 isoutside the interval Ij. Call a luster index i large if ni � �j0n1 and small if ni < �j0+1n1.2An exeption to this rule is the ase of Eulidean distane. The hardness of the problems onsideredhere in the Eulidean ase is an open problem. 4



In our proofs, the following quantities will ome up frequently as upper or lower boundsto various luster sizes, so we use some spei� notations for them.Notation 1. M = n1 = maxfnigm = minfni j i largegs = maxfni j i smallgThe advantage of the above de�nition is that there is a large gap between the sizes oflarge and of small lusters, muh larger than between the sizes of any two large lusters.This will be useful in several plaes in the analysis and is expressed in the following fat.Fat 3. sm � mM � �2:Consider two large lusters. They an be far apart, or they an be lose together.Notation 2. Let � = Mm�:De�nition 2. Let A and B be two large lusters.We say that A and B are lose ifÆ(A;B) < �(Æ(A) + Æ(B));and that they are large otherwise.Now, the algorithm uses random sampling to have some rough estimate of the positionof the lusters in the metri spae. In fat, we will use just one sample point per luster.For the algorithm to work, those sample points must be representative.De�nition 3. Let C be a set of points. An element  of C is representative of C ifÆ(; C) � 2Æ(C)jCj :The following is an easy observation from elementary probability.Lemma 4. Consider a partition (C1; : : : ; Ck) of V suh that Ci has size ni. For eah largei, let i be a random uniform element of V . Then, with probability at least (�j0=(2k))k, wehave the following: for every large i, point i is a representative element of Ci.The algorithm will only work when that event ours. (As usual, we an always run thealgorithm several times to boost up its suess probability). When this ours, the largeluster representatives have the following additional property, whih will also ome into playin the ourse of the analysis. 5



Lemma 5. Let C�i and C�j be two large lusters, and i; j their representatives. Assumethat C�i and C�j are lose to eah other. Then:Æ(i; j) � 2Mm� OPTm2 :We also use the following propoerty of representatives, whih follows easily from Propo-sition 1.Lemma 6. Let  be a representative point of luster C. Then, for any x in V , we have:jÆ(x;C)� jCjÆ(x; )j � 2Æ(C)jCj :Our algorithm uses, as a blak box, an approximation sheme for Metri Max-k-Cutwhih is already known in the litterature. The Metri Max-k-Cut problem takes as inputa set V of n points from an arbitrary metri spae, and outputs a partition of V intok lusters C1; C2; : : : ; Ck so as to maximize the total distane between pairs of points indi�erent lusters, PiPj>i Æ(Ci; Cj). For any partition into k lusters, the sum of the Max-k-Cut value and of the k-Clustering value is onstant and equal to the sum of all distanes,thus the same partition is optimal for both objetive funtions. Unfortunately, from theviewpoint of approximation, whih involves ontrolling the relative error, the two problemsare quite di�erent, sine in general the optimal k-lustering value ould be muh smallerthan the optimal Max-k-Cut value. However, the Max-k-Cut approximation algorithm isstill useful when the lusters are lose together.Theorem 7 ([9, 8℄). Let k be a �xed integer. Then there is a polynomial time approxi-mation sheme for Metri Max-k-Cut.3 The running time is O(n2 + nk2O(1=�3)).2.2 The k-Clustering AlgorithmWe are now ready to desribe the k-lustering algorithm. Intuitively, this algorithm isnatural: imagine that the spae has a huge number of points. In a nutshell, here is thealgorithm. Take a small sample of points. By exhaustive searh, �nd their lassi�ation inthe(unknown)optimal lustering. Use the information on the sample to lassify the rest ofthe points. Temporarily merge lusters whih are too lose to one another. Remove outliers.Separate lose lusters using the more sophitiated Max-h-Cut algorithm from the litterature,and reursively luster the outliers into the appropriate number of (small) lusters.Now, here is the formal desription. Fix � > 0. Our algorithm onsists of taking the bestof all partitions that are generated as follows.1. By exhaustive searh, guess the optimal luster sizes n1 � n2 � � � � � nk. De�ne largeand small as in De�nition 1.3Theorem 7 is atually an easy extension of the Max Cut approximation sheme of [9℄. The sameredution whih is used for Max Cut also applies to Max-k-Cut, and the resulting weighted dense graph isonly a variant of dense graphs in the usual sense, so that the Max-k-Cut approximation shemes for densegraphs (see [13, 3℄) apply. An alternative algorithm an be found in [8℄.6



����&%'$h eFigure 1: A typial situation for k-lustering. Here k = 7, there are 4 large lusters, of whihthree form a group and one is well-separated from the others, and 3 small lusters, for whihthe problem will be solved reursively.2. De�ne far and lose as in De�nition 2. By exhaustive searh, for eah pair of largeluster indies i and j, guess whether C�i and C�j are lose to eah other.3. Taking the equivalene relation whih is the transitive losure of the relation \C�i andC�j are lose to eah other", de�ne a partition of large luster indies into groups.4. For eah large luster C�i , let i be a random uniform element of V . Assign eah pointx 2 V to the group G whih minimizesmini2G [niÆ(x; i)℄:5. By exhaustive searh, for eah group G thus onstruted, guess jG \ Sj, where S =[i smallC�i is the union of small lusters. For eah x assigned to group G, letf(x) = mini2G Æ(x; i):Remove from G's assignment the jG \ Sj elements with largest value f(x).6. Partition eah group of large lusters into the appropriate number h of lusters usingthe PTAS for Max-h-Cut with error parameter �0 = �2�3j0=(3k3).7. Reursively partition the removed elements into the appropriate number of lusters.A typial ase is presented in �gure 2.2.Theorem 8. For any �xed positive integer k, the algorithm presented in Setion 2.2is a PTAS for the Metri k-Clustering problem. The running time of the algorithm isO(n3kf(k; �)), where f(k; �) has a leading fator of exp((1=�)2k).The running time analysis an be proved by inspetion of the algorithm. The rest of thissetion will be devoted to analyzing the ost of the lustering onstruted by the algorithm.The proof is a rather long and tehnial, sometimes triky, but not partiularly interestingelementary alulation, involving a areful management of the various error terms. Theinteresting fats have already been spelled out in subsetion 2.1. We only provide the proofskethes to enable the dediated reader to verify orretness.7



2.3 Analysis of step 4We �rst analyze the mistakes made in step 4 of the algorithm. For any two large lusters iand j whih belong to di�erent groups, let F (i; j) denote the set of points x 2 C�i suh thatmin` n`Æ(x; `) = njÆ(x; j). These points, whih really should be in i's group, are mistakenlyplaed by the algorithm in j's group.Let Ci = C�i + [jF (j; i)� [jF (i; j)for i large, and Ci = C�i for i small luster.Proposition 9. Xi Æ(Ci) �Xi Æ(C�i )(1 + 80k3�):To prove this Proposition, we need the following Lemma.Lemma 10. Æ(F (j; i); C�i )� Æ(F (j; i); C�j ) � 2m(Æ(C�i ) + Æ(C�j ))jF (j; i)j:Proof: Let x 2 F (j; i). By Lemma 6, we haveÆ(x;C�i ) � niÆ(x; i) + 2Æ(C�i )ni :By the hoie of the algorithm, niÆ(x; i) � njÆ(x; j). By Lemma 6 again, we havenjÆ(x; j) � Æ(x;C�j ) + 2Æ(C�j )nj :Thus Æ(x;C�i ) � Æ(x;C�j ) + 2m(Æ(C�i ) + Æ(C�j )):Summing over x 2 F (j; i) onludes the proof of the lemma.To be able to use Lemma 10, we need an upper bound on jF (j; i)j.Lemma 11. jF (j; i)j � 81� 8�m�:Proof: Let F = F (j; i) for shorthand. Sine i and j are in di�erent groups, C�i and C�j arefar from eah other, so Æ(C�i [ C�j ) > �(Æ(C�i ) + Æ(C�j )): (1)Consider x 2 F . By Proposition 1, we haveÆ(C�i [ C�j ) � 2Æ(x;C�i [ C�j )jC�i [ C�j j:8



Summing over x 2 F , we getjF jÆ(C�i [ C�j ) � 4M(Æ(F;C�i ) + Æ(F;C�j )):We now use the result of Lemma 10.jF jÆ(C�i [ C�j ) � 4M(2Æ(F;C�j ) + 2m(Æ(C�i ) + Æ(C�j ))jF j):Sine F � C�j , we have Æ(F;C�j ) � Æ(C�j ). Combining with Equation 1 and fatoring in jF jgives jF j(Æ(C�i ) + Æ(C�j )(� � 8Mm ) � 8MÆ(C�j ):We onlude that jF j � 8M��8M=m, and it only remains to replae � by its value to get thestatement of the Lemma.Plugging the result of Lemma 11 into Lemma 10 (for the �rst inequality), or usingProposition 1 followed by Lemma 11 (for the next two inequalities), yields the followingCorollary.Corollary 12.� Æ(F (j; i); C�i )� Æ(F (j; i); C�j ) � � 161� 8�OPT ;� Æ(F (j; i)) � � 161� 8�OPT ;� Æ(F (i; j); F (i; j0)) � � 161� 8�OPT:Lemma 13. Æ(F (j; i); F (j0; i)) � � 161� 8�OPT:Proof: By Proposition 1, we haveÆ(F (j; i); F (j0; i)) � jF (j0; i)jÆ(F (j; i); C�i ) + jF (j; i)jÆ(F (j0; i); C�i )jC�i j :By Lemma 11, this yieldsÆ(F (j; i); F (j0; i)) � 81 � 8��(Æ(F (j; i); C�i ) + Æ(F (j0; i); C�i )):By the �rst statement of Corollary 12, this an be replaed byÆ(F (j; i); F (j0; i)) � 81� 8��(Æ(F (j; i); C�j ) + Æ(F (j0; i); C�j0 + � 321� 8�OPT ):9



Sine F (j; i) � C�j and F (j0; i) � C�j0, we have:Æ(F (j; i); C�j ) + Æ(F (j0; i); C�j0 � OPT;hene the Lemma.We are now equipped to prove Proposition 9.Proof: We write:Xi Æ(Ci) = Xi Æ(C�i + [jF (j; i)� [jF (i; j))= Xi Æ(C�i ) + [Xi;j Æ(C�i ; F (j; i))�Xi;j Æ(C�i ; F (i; j))℄ +Xi Æ([jF (j; i)� [jF (i; j)):We exhange the roles of i and j in the third sum to bound the brakedted quantity usingthe �rst statement of Corollary 12. We use bilinearity of Æ(�; �) and appeal to the rest of theCorollary to bound the other terms. This gives the bound of the Proposition.2.4 Analysis of step 5Before we an ontinue modifying the lustering, we need to prove that Ca is not too di�erentfrom C�a. The following Lemma easily follows from Lemma 11.Lemma 14. jjCaj � jC�ajj � 8k1� 8��jC�aj:Let (C 0i) denote the lustering obtained from (Ci) as follows. Let G denote a group, and foreah luster Ci of G, let Out(i) denote the elements of Ci whih are (mistakenly) removedfrom G by the algorithm. Let In(G) denote the elements of S whih (mistakenly) get to stayin G. We have: jIn(G)j = Xi luster of G jOut(i)j:Thus, we an pair up the verties of [iOut(i) in a one-to-one fashion with the verties ofIn(G).For i large, let C 0i denote the elements of Ci whih get to stay in G, plus the elements ofIn(G) whih are paired up with elements of Out(i).For i small, let C 0i denote the elements of Ci whih stay outside the groups, plus theelements paired up with elements of Ci whih end up in large groups.By onvention, we will always use (v; v0) for elements whih are paired, with v denotingthe element whih goes out of the large luster and v0 the element whih goes out of thesmall luster.Lemma 15. X Æ(v; v0) � (2 + 6k�2 + 2k2�)OPTm :10



Proof: Let a be a large luster and v 2 Out(a), and let v0 be the element whih is pairedwith v, and let G denote a's group. Why did v0 end up in G rather than v ? Beause thereis some large luster b also in group G, suh thatÆ(v0; b) = f(v0) < f(v) � Æ(v; a):This yields Æ(v; v0) � Æ(v; a) + Æ(a; b) + Æ(b; v0) � 2Æ(v; a) + Æ(a; b):Sine a and b are in the same group, there is a hain of at most k lusters onneting them,suh that onseutive lusters along the hain are lose. By Lemma 5, this impliesÆ(a; b) � k2Mm� OPTm2 :By Proposition 1, we have: Æ(v; a) � Æ(v;Ca) + Æ(Ca; a)jCaj :By the hoie of the algorithm, we haveÆ(a; Ca) � Æ(a; C�a)jCaj=jC�aj � 2(1 + 8k1 � 8��)Æ(C�a)jC�aj � 3OPTm :Hene Æ(v; v0) � 2Æ(v;Ca)m + 6OPTm2 + k2Mm� OPTm2 :Summing and realizing that the number of terms is at most the sum of the ardinalities ofthe small lusters, whih is at most ks, we getX Æ(v; v0) � (2 + 6k sm + k22Mm� sm)OPTm :Now, remember Fat 3: X Æ(v; v0) � (2 + 6k�2 + 2k2�)OPTm :Equipped with this Lemma, we are now ready to attak the analysis of the lustering(C 0i).Lemma 16. For every small i,Æ(C 0i) � Æ(Ci) + 3k(2 + 6k�2 + 2k2�)�2OPT:Proof: Let b be a small luster. Let C 0b = Cb + P (b)�M(b). By bilinearity, we an writeÆ(C 0b) = Æ(Cb)+[Æ(Cb; P (b))�Æ(Cb;M(b))℄+[Æ(P (b))�Æ(P (b);M(b))℄+[Æ(M(b))�Æ(M(b); P (b))℄:11



Sine Æ(u; v)� Æ(u; v0) � Æ(v; v0), it is easy to see thatÆ(P (b))�Æ(P (b);M(b)) � jP (b)jX Æ(v; v0) � ks(2+6k�2+2k2�)OPTm � k(2+6k�2+2k2�)�2OPT:Similarly, Æ(M(b))� Æ(M(b); P (b)) � k(2 + 6k�2 + 2k2�)�2OPT:Now, let v 2 P (b) and v0 paired with v. We write with Proposition 1Æ(v;Cb) � jCbjÆ(v; v0) + Æ(v0; Cb):Summing, we get Æ(P (b); Cb) � ksXv Æ(v; v0) + Æ(M(b); Cb):We apply Lemma 15 to yieldÆ(P (b); Cb)� Æ(M(b); Cb) � ks(2 + 6k�2 + 2k2�)OPTm � k(2 + 6k�2 + 2k2�)�2OPT:Summing our various inequalities gives the lemma.The only thing left to do is analyze the modi�ations to the large lusters.Lemma 17. For every large a, Æ(C 0a) � Æ(Ca) + (6k�2 + 2k2�)OPT .Proof: We use the same notations as in the proof of Lemma 15. Similarly to the perviousLemma we an easily getÆ(C 0a) � Æ(Ca) + [Æ(Ca; P (a))� Æ(Ca;M(a))℄ + 2k(3 + 2k2�)�2OPT:Now, reall that Æ(a; Ca) � 3OPT=m. By Proposition 1,Æ(v0; Ca) � Æ(v0; a)jCaj+ 3OPTm :Æ(v0; a) � Æ(v0; b) + Æ(b; a) � Æ(v; a) + k2Mm� OPTm2 :Hene Æ(v0; Ca) � jCajÆ(v; a) + k2Mm� OPTm + 3OPTm :Now, jCajÆ(v; a) � Æ(v;Ca) + Æ(Ca; a) � Æ(v;Ca) + 3OPTm :Replaing and summing over v0 2 P (a), and remembering that jP (a) = jM(a)j � ks, weobtain Æ(P (a); Ca) � Æ(M(a); Ca) + (6 + k2Mm� )OPTm ks� Æ(M(a); Ca) + (6k sm + 2k2� Mm sm)OPT� Æ(M(a); Ca) + (6k�2 + 2k2�)OPT:12



2.5 Analysis of step 6Finally, we need to analyze the use of Max-h-Cut in step 6 of the algorithm; we will presentthe analysis as if the group was perfet, i.e. onsisted of the lusters C�i . (It is easy to see thatthe proof also goes through when replaing the C�i by C 0i, at the ost of some bookkeeping ofthe small errors introdued at every step of the alulation.) In the groups of large lusters,we an prove that � is 
(PV�V Æ(x; y)) as follows.Consider a group C�1[C�2[� � �[C�h. Let  = Æ(C�1)+� � �+Æ(C�h) andW = Æ(C�1[� � �[C�h) =Pi;j Æ(C�i ; C�j ). We have:Æ(C�i ; C�j ) � njÆ(C�i ; i) + ninjÆ(i; j) + niÆ(j; C�j )� M2Æ(C�i )m +M2k2Mm� m2 +M2Æ(C�j )m :Summing over the k2 terms givesW � 4Mmk+ 2k3� (Mm )3 � 3k3� (1=�j0)3:Run the PTAS for Max-h-Cut with error parameter�0 = ��3j03k3 �:The error is then at most �0W � �.Overall, the algorithm produes a ut of value at most (1+O(k4�+k2�2))OPT . Assumingthat � < 1=k, this is OPT (1 +O(k2�2)).3 Properties of the Square of Eulidean distaneThroughout this setion we put Æ(x; y) = kx � yk22. For a �nite set X � Rd we denote byonv(X) the onvex hull of X. Let X = fx1; x2; : : : ; xng. Let y = Pni=1 �ixi be a pointin onv(X), and suppose that there are integers r; q1; q2; : : : ; qn suh that �i = qi=r for alli = 1; 2; : : : ; n. We assoiate with y a multi-subset Y of X of size r, obtained by takingqi opies of xi, for all i = 1; 2; : : : ; n. We denote by Y the enter of mass of Y . I.e.,Y = �Pni=1 qixi=r. Notie that y = Y .The following proposition haraterizes the edge-ost of a luster in terms of the enterof mass.Proposition 18. For every �nite X � Rd, Æ(X) = jXjÆ(X;X).Proof: On the one hand,Æ(X;X) = Xx2X kx� 1jXjXy2X yk22= Xx2X kxk22 + 1jXj2 Xy2XXz2X y � z � 2jXjXy2X x � y!= Xx2X kxk22 � 1jXjXx2XXy2X x � y:13



On the other hand, Æ(X) = 12Xx2XXy2X kx� yk22= 12Xx2XXy2X �kxk22 + kyk22 � 2x � y�= jXjXx2X kxk22 �Xx2XXy2X x � y:The following simple propositions will ome in handy.Proposition 19. Let Y be a multi-subset of Rd. Then Y minimizes Æ(Y; z) over z. Inother words, Y = arg minz2Rd fÆ(Y; z)g.Proof: As Æ(Y; z) = Pdi=1Py2Y (yi � zi)2, we an minimize eah oordinate separately.The derivative of Æ(Y; z) with respet to zi is �2Py2Y (yi � zi), whih is 0 exatly whenzi = 1jY jPy2Y yi. As the seond derivative with respet to zi is 2jY j whih is positive, thisis the unique global minimum.Proposition 20. For every x; y; z 2 Rd, Æ(x; z) � Æ(x; y) + Æ(y; z) + 2pÆ(x; y) � Æ(y; z).Proof: By the triangle inequality for Eulidean distane, pÆ(x; z) �pÆ(x; y) +pÆ(y; z).Squaring this inequality gives the desired result.Proposition 21. For every x 2 Rd, for every multi-subset Y of Rd, we have:Æ(x; Y ) � jY jÆ(x; Y ):Proof: It is easy to see thatÆ(x; Y ) = dXi=1  1jY jXy2Y (xi � yi)!2 :On the other hand, it is also easy to see that1jY jÆ(x; Y ) = dXi=1 1jY jXy2Y (xi � yi)2:Now, apply the Cauhy-Shwartz inequality to eah of the d terms.The �rst part of the following lemma is attributed to Maurey [6℄. We provide a proof forompleteness. We denote the diameter of Y by diam(Y ) = maxx;y2Y Æ(x; y).Lemma 22. Let Y � Rd and � > 0. 14



1. (Maurey) For every x 2 onv(Y ), there exists a multi-subset Z of Y ontaining 1�points and whose enter of mass is lose to x:Æ(x;Z) � � � diam(Y ):2. There exists a multi-subset Z of Y ontaining 1� points and whose enter of mass islose to the enter of mass of Y : Æ(Y ;Z) � �Æ(Y; Y )jY j :Proof: We start with the �rst assertion. Let t = 1=� and x = Py2Y �yy, where the �y'sare non-negative and sum up to 1. We use the probabilisti method. Pik a multiset Z =fz1; z2; : : : ; ztg at random, where the zi-s are i.i.d. random variables with Pr [zi = y℄ = �y.Now, it is easy to see thatE �Æ(x;Z)� = E " 1t2 tXi=1 tXj=1 �x� zi� � �x� zj�#= 1t2 tXi=1  E �kx� zik22�+Xj 6=i E ��x� zi� � �x� zj��! :Sine zi and zj are independent, we haveE [(x� zi) � (x� zj)℄ =Pdl=1E [(xl � zil)℄E ��xl � zjl ��whih is 0 by our hoie of distribution. Thus,E(Æ(x;Z)) = 1t2 tXi=1 E �kx� zik22� � 1tdiam(Y ):Therefore there exists a hoie of Z suh that Æ(x;Z) � 1tdiam(Y ).For the seond assertion, we start the proof in the same way, with x = Y , and replaethe last part of the alulation by the following slightly �ner estimate:1t2Xi E(Æ(Y ; zi)) = 1t2 Xi Xy2Y 1jY jÆ(Y ; y) = Æ(Y ; Y )tjY j :Lemma 22 an be used to derive a high-probability result as follows.Lemma 23. There exists a onstant � suh that the following holds. Let Y � Rd and�; � > 0. Let Z be a random multi-subset of Y generated by taking � � 1�2 � log 1� i.i.d. pointsdistributed uniformly in Y . Then, with probability at least 1� �, we have:Æ(Y ;Z) � �Æ(Y; Y )jY j :Proof: Let s = �2 � 1� �log(1=�) and t = 2� . Consider Z as s samples Z1; Z2; : : : ; Zs of size t eah.By Proposition 21, Æ(Y ;Z) � 1s �Psi=1 Æ(Y ;Zi). Therefore, Pr �Æ(Y ;Z) > � � Æ(Y; Y )=jY j� �Pr �Psi=1 Æ(Y ;Zi) > �s � Æ(Y; Y )=jY j�. Put �i = jY jÆ(Y ;Zi)=Æ(Y; Y ) for all i = 1; 2; : : : s.The �i are i.i.d. random variables taking values in the range [0; 1℄. By Lemma 22, E [�i℄ � 12�for all i. Using standard Cherno� bounds we get that Pr [Psi=1 �i > �s℄ < � e4��s=2. De�ning� = 4= log(4=e), the right hand side is equal to �.15



4 A PTAS for `22 InstanesIn this setion we onsider V � Rd and the distane funtion Æ(x; y) = kx � yk22. Themain idea behind this algorithm is similar to that of the metri algorithm. The enter ofmass of a luster ats as its representative element. It is also the point that minimizes thesum of distanes to luster points. This latter property allows us to ignore the di�erenebetween well-separated and not well-separated lusters. The main diÆulty is that there isan exponential number of potential enters of mass.4.1 The `22 Algorithm1. By exhaustive searh, guess the optimal luster sizes jCij = ni, n1+ n2+ � � �+ nk = n.By exhaustive searh, onsider all possible sequenes A1; A2; : : : ; Ak, where the Ai-sare mutually disjoint multisets, eah ontaining 16=�2 (not neessarily distint) pointsfrom V .2. Compute a minimum ost assignment of points to lusters C1; C2; : : : ; Ck, subjet tothe onditions that exatly ni points are assigned to Ci, and the ost of assigning apoint x to Ci is Æ̂(x;Ci) = ni � Æ(x;Ai), for all i = 1; 2; : : : ; k.3. Output the best suh lustering over all hoies ofA = (A1; : : : ; Ak) andN = (n1; : : : ; nk).4.2 Analysis of the `22 AlgorithmOur algorithm is motivated by the following bound.Lemma 24. Let Y be a multi-subset of V and 1 � � > 0. Then there exists a multi-subsetZ of Y of size jZj = 16=�2 suh that Æ(Y;Z) � (1 + �)Æ(Y; Y ).Proof: By Proposition 20, for every y 2 Y , Æ(y; Z) � Æ(y; Y )+Æ(Y ;Z)+2qÆ(y; Y )Æ(Y ;Z):By the Cauhy-Shwarz inequality,Py2Y qÆ(y; Y ) � qjY jPy2Y Æ(y; Y ). Therefore, sum-ming the previous expression over y 2 Y , we get that Æ(Y;Z) � Æ(Y; Y ) + jY jÆ(Y ;Z) +2qjY jÆ(Y; Y )Æ(Y ;Z). Plugging in the bound for Æ(Y ;Z) from Lemma 22, we get thatÆ(Y;Z) � (1 + �2 + �216)Æ(Y; Y ) � (1 + �)Æ(Y; Y ).We are now ready for the analysis of our algorithm.Theorem 25. The algorithm presented in Setion 4.1 is a PTAS for the `22 k-Clusteringproblem. Its running time is nO(k=�2).Proof: By Lemma 24 applied to Y = C�i , for every i = 1; 2; : : : ; k, there exists a multi-subsetZi of C�i of size jZij = 16=�2, suh that Æ(C�i ; Zi) � (1 + �)Æ(C�i ; C�i ). Consider the iterationof the algorithm where Ai = Zi and ni = jC�i j for every i = 1; 2; : : : ; k. Let C1; C2; : : : ; Ck be16



the lustering omputed by the algorithm in this iteration. Then,ost(C1; C2; : : : ; Ck) = kXi=1 jCij �Xx2Ci Æ(x;Ci)� kXi=1 ni �Xx2Ci Æ(x;Ai) by Proposition 19 for Ci� kXi=1 ni � Xx2C�i Æ(x;Ai) as we ompute the minimum ost assignment� (1 + �) � kXi=1 jC�i j � Æ(C�i ; C�i )= (1 + �) � ost (C�1 ; C�2 ; : : : ; C�k) :The performane guarantee follows beause the algorithm �nds a partition whose ost is atleast as good as ost(C1; C2; : : : ; Ck).As for the running time of the algorithm, there are less than nk possible representationsof n as a sum n1+n2+� � �+nk. There are less than n16k=�2 possible hoies for A. Computinga minimum ost assignment to lusters an be done using a minimum ost perfet mathingalgorithm in time O(n3 log n).5 A PTAS for `22 Instanes of k-MedianA simple variant of the algorithm presented in Setion 4.1 solves the k-Median ase andhas similar running time. Here we give a faster randomized polynomial time approximationsheme for `22 instanes of k-Median. The running time of our algorithm, for �xed k, �, andfailure probability �, is just O(n(log n)O(1)).5.1 The k-Median algorithmThe approximation sheme works as follows.1. By exhaustive searh, guess an approximation n1 � n2 � � � � � nk on the sizes of thek lusters, where ni is the power of (1 + �) larger than and losest to jC�i j.2. Partition the k lusters into groups in a greedy fashion: 1 goes into the �rst group,and for i going from 2 to k, i goes into the urrent group if ni � (�=16k)2ni�1, and intoa new group otherwise. Let T be the number of groups and let mt denote the size ofthe largest luster in the tth group. Put mT+1 = 0.3. For t going from 1 to T , do the following:(a) Let Ut denote the points not yet lustered (initially U1 = V ).17



(b) Let Z denote a random uniform sample of Ut, with replaement, of onstant size(size k2k=(16�)2k � (ln k)=�6, where  > 0 is a onstant).() By exhaustive searh, guess Ai = Z \C�i for all i in the tth group. De�ne, for eahsuh luster Ci, the representative point as i = Ai. (If Ai = ;, take an arbitrarypoint as the representative of Ci.)(d) Assign jUtj � mt+116k2=� points from Ut to the lusters in groups 1 through t,where point x is assigned to a luster Ci that minimizes Æ(x; i).4. Output the best lustering of all the ones onstruted above.This ompletes the spei�ation of the algorithm. We now proeed with its analysis.5.2 Analysis of the k-Median algorithmConsider the iteration of the algorithm where all the guesses are orret. For all t =1; 2; : : : ; T , let at denote the index of the �rst and largest luster in the tth group (so thatmt = nat), and let bt denote the index of the last and smallest luster in that group.Lemma 26. For all t 2 f1; 2; : : : ; Tg, the number of points in the smallest and in thelargest lusters of group t are not very di�erent:� �16k�2(k�1) nat � nbt � nat:Proof: Use the de�nition of group t and the fat that a group ontains at most k lusters.Consider the situation when the algorithm starts iteration t. For eah j in group t, letUjt = C�j \ Ut denote the points whih have not yet been lassi�ed and whih we hope thealgorithm will plae in luster j during iteration t.De�nition 4. For j 2 [at; bt℄, we say that C�j is a well-represented luster if jUjtj � �3=163 �nj. Otherwise C�j is alled poorly represented.Lemma 27. Fix a luster index j and let t be j's group. For every � > 0 and for everysuÆiently large � > 0, there exists  > 0 (the  used to de�ne the size of Z) suh that withprobability at least 1� �k , if j is a surviving index then we have:jAjj � ��4 lnk:Proof: Use Lemma 26 and survivability so as to bound jUjtj=jUtj from below, then usestandard Chernov bounds for Aj.The following Lemma motivates the terminology of well-represented lusters.Lemma 28. For every � > 0 there exist � > 0 and  > 0 suh that with probability atleast 1 � �, we have:8t;8j surviving index; ��Æ(Ujt; j)� Æ(Ujt; Ujt)�� � �8 � Æ(Ujt; Ujt): (2)18



Proof: (Suggested sketh): Combines Lemma 23, Lemma 27, Cauhy-Shwartz, and theunion bound.Proof: Apply Lemma 23 to the sample Aj in Ujt, so that for j surviving and jAjj largeenough, with probability at least 1� �=(3k) we haveÆ(j; Ujt) � �2210 � Æ(Ujt; Ujt)=jUjtj: (3)(this de�nes �). Set  aording to Lemma 27 so that if j is surviving, then Aj is large enoughwith probability at least 1 � �=(3k). By the proof of Lemma 24, Equation 3 then implies��Æ(Ujt; j)� Æ(Ujt; Ujt)�� � (�=8) � Æ(Ujt; Ujt). Summing failure probabilities then onludesthe proof.>From now on, in the rest of the analysis we will assume that Equation 2 holds.For x 2 X, denote by jx the index of the luster that x gets assigned to by the algorithm,and denote by j�x the index of the luster that x gets assigned to by the optimal lustering.Let Dt denote the set of points whih are assigned during iteration t of the loop in step 3of the algorithm. Suh points an be lassi�ed into three ategories:� regular points: x 2 Dt is regular if its optimal luster j�x has j�x � bt and is well-represented.� premature points: x 2 Dt is premature if j�x > bt, i.e. the optimal luster of x is toosmall to bet taken into onsideration yet. Let Pt denote the premature points in Dt.� leftover points: x 2 Dt is leftover if j�x � bt and luster j�x is poorly represented. LetLt denote the premature points of Dt.We start the analysis with the easiest ategory, that of regular points.Lemma 29. Xx regular Æ(x; jx) � �1 + �8� � Xj well-representedÆ(C�j ; C�j ):Proof: (Suggested sketh): When x is assigned, its luster representative j�x is already inexistene, so Æ(x; jx) � Æ(x; j�x). We then use Lemma 28 and Proposition 19.Proof: Take x a regular point and let t be the group ontaining j�x. Then x 2 Uj�xt. Thusthe left hand side of the sum ranges over Ujt, where j is well-represented. The assignmentof x by the algorithm has value Æ(x; jx) � Æ(x; j�x) by de�nition of the algorithm. Thus:Xx regular Æ(x; jx) � Xx regular Æ(x; j�x)� Xj well-representedÆ(Ujt; j)� (1 + �8) Xj well-representedÆ(Ujt; Ujt) by Lemma 2819



� (1 + �8) Xj well-representedÆ(Ujt; C�j ) by Proposition 19� (1 + �8) Xj well-representedÆ(C�j ; C�j ):We now deal with the next easiest ategory, that of premature points. The proof ofthis lemma ruially uses the spei� feature of the algorithm aording to whih one keepsassigning unsuÆiently many points to the lusters under onsideration. Thus this is one ofthe key points in the analysis.Lemma 30. Xx premature Æ(x; jx) � �8 � Xx not premature Æ(x; jx):Proof: First note that by de�nition of premature points, Pt has size at most j [j>bt C�j j �kmt+1.By de�nition of the algorithm, the number of points in Ut+1 is exatly 16k2mt+1=�. Sinej[j>btC�j j has size at most kmt+1, in Ut+1 there must be at leastmt+1(16k2=��k) > mt+18k2=�points whih belong to C�1 [ � � � [C�bt (hene whih are not premature). Among those, let Stdenote the jPtj points suh that Æ(x; j� ) is smallest.Sine the algorithm hooses a minimum ost assignment and prefers Pt over St in doingso during iteration t, we have:XPt Æ(x; jx) � XSt Æ(x; j�x)� jStjjUt+1 \ (C�1 [ � � � [ C�bt)j Xx2Ut+1;x not premature Æ(x; jx)� �8k Xx not premature Æ(x; jx):Summing over t yields the Lemma.Finally, we deal with the leftover points.Lemma 31.Xx leftoverÆ(x; jx) � Xj poorly represented Æ(Cj; C�j ) +O(�3) Xy premature Æ(y; jy)+2s Xj poorly represented Æ(Cj; C�j )O(�3) Xy premature Æ(y; jy):20



Proof: Suggested sketh: Let C�j be a poorly represented luster and t be its group. Byde�nition of poor representation, most of the points of C�j were assigned before their turn,i.e., they got assigned to some luster of index < at; thus most of the points of C�j werepremature. Take x 2 C�j , x leftover, and y 2 C�j , y premature. We have:Æ(x; jx) � Æ(x; jy) � Æ(x; y) + Æ(y; jy) + 2qÆ(x; y)Æ(y; jy):We sum over x 2 C�j \ L (leftover) and y 2 C�j \ P (premature), and appealing to Cauhy-Shwartx twie and to Proposition 18.Proof: Let C�j be a poorly represented luster and t be its group. By de�nition of poorrepresentation, most of the points of C�j were assigned before their turn, i.e., they got assignedto some luster of index < at; thus most of the points of C�j were premature. Take x 2 C�j ,x leftover, and y 2 C�j , y premature. We have:Æ(x; jx) � Æ(x; jy) � Æ(x; y) + Æ(y; jy) + 2qÆ(x; y)Æ(y; jy):Summing over x 2 C�j \L (leftover) and y 2 C�j \P (premature), and using Cauhy-Shwartz,we get:jC�j \ P j XC�j \L Æ(x; jx) � Æ(C�j ) + jC�j \ Lj XC�j \P Æ(y; jy) + 2sÆ(C�j )jC�j \ Lj XC�j \P Æ(y; jy):Now, by de�nition of leftover points, we havejC�j \ Lj � �3163nj and jC�j \ P j � nj(1� �3163 ):Thus, replaing, we have:XC�j \L Æ(x; jx) � (1 +O(�3))Æ(C�j )jC�j j +O(�3) XC�j \P Æ(y; jy) + 2vuutÆ(C�j )jC�j j O(�3) XC�j \P Æ(y; jy):It only remains to apply Proposition 18, sum over j, use Cauhy-Shwartz again to deduethe statement of the Lemma.We are now ready to prove the main theorem of this setion.Theorem 32. With onstant probability the algorithm in setion 5.1 omputes a solutionwhose ost is within a fator of 1+� of the optimum ost. The running time of the algorithmis O(g(k; �) � n � (log n)k), where g(k; �) = exp � 1�8 � k3 ln k � �ln 1� + ln k��.Proof: Suggested sketh: The lustering output by the algorithm has value less thanPx2X Æ(x; jx). We separate the sums into three parts R;P;L orresponding to regular,premature and leftover points, apply the three lemmas above to eah parts, and a shortalgebrai manipulation then yields that the ost is OPT (1 +O(�)).The running time result follows by inspetion of the algorithm.21
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